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AN EXPLICIT EDGE-COLORING OF Kn WITH SIX
COLORS ON EVERY K5
ALEX CAMERON
Abstract. For fixed integers p and q, let f(n, p, q) denote the minimum
number of colors needed to color all of the edges of the complete graph
Kn such that no clique of p vertices spans fewer than q distinct colors.
A construction is given which shows that f(n, 5, 6) ≤ n1/2+o(1). This
improves upon the best known probabilistic upper bound of O
(
n3/5
)
given by Erdo˝s and Gya´rfa´s. It is also shown that f(n, 5, 6) = Ω
(
n1/2
)
.
1. Introduction
Let Kn denote the complete graph on n vertices. Fix positive integers p
and q such that 1 ≤ q ≤ (p2). A (p, q)-coloring of Kn is any edge-coloring
such that every copy of Kp contains edges of at least q distinct colors. Let
f(n, p, q) denote the minimum number of colors needed to give a (p, q)-
coloring of Kn.
Paul Erdo˝s originally introduced the function f(n, p, q) in 1981 [3], but it
was not studied systematically until 1997 when Erdo˝s and Andra´s Gya´rfa´s
[4] looked at the growth rate of f(n, p, q) as n→∞ for fixed values of p and
q. In this paper, they used the Lova´s Local Lemma to give a general upper
bound,
f(n, p, q) = O
(
n
p−2
1−q+(p2)
)
.
Since then, this function has been studied for various values of p and q.
Here we improve the probabilistic upper bound of f(n, 5, 6) by giving an
explicit (5, 6)-coloring of Kn that uses few colors. The new upper bound
comes close to matching the lower bound in order of magnitude.
Theorem 1.1. As n→∞,(
5
6
n− 95
144
)1/2
≤ f(n, 5, 6) ≤ n1/22O(
√
logn log logn).
The lower bound comes from the following lemma, a generalization of an
argument used by Erdo˝s and Gya´rfa´s [4] and stated explicitly as equation
11 in [2].
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Lemma 1.2. Let t = f(n, p, q), then
f
(⌈
n− 1
t
⌉
, p − 1, q − 1
)
≤ t.
Proof. Suppose we have a (p, q)-coloring of Kn with t colors. Fix some
vertex x, then at least
⌈
n−1
t
⌉
vertices must appear in a monochromatic
neighborhood of x. The number of colors t must be enough to give a (p −
1, q − 1)-coloring on this set. 
Erdo˝s and Gya´rfa´s showed that 56 (n− 1) ≤ f(n, 4, 5) [4]. This, combined
with the lemma, gives the stated lower bound in Theorem 1.1.
The construction providing the upper bound combines two existing con-
structions with some modification. The first was given recently by Conlon,
Fox, Lee, and Sudakov [2] and was originally used to show
f(n, p, p− 1) ≤ 216p(log n)1−1/(p−2) log logn.
The second construction is the “algebraic” part of the (4, 4)-coloring given
by Mubayi in [5].
After defining the construction in the next section, we will demonstrate
that it avoids many different configurations of colored edges on five or fewer
vertices. By ruling these cases out, a simple algorithm is used to show that
no copy of K5 can span fewer than six distinct colors.
2. The Construction
The construction is the product of two separate edge-colorings, ϕ × χ,
where ϕ is a modified version of a particular instance of the general con-
struction given by Conlon, Fox, Lee, and Sudakov (CFLS) [2] and χ is
a modified version the the algebraic portion of the construction given by
Mubayi [5].
2.1. The Modified CFLS Coloring. The Modified CFLS coloring will be
a product of two colorings, ϕ = ϕ1×ϕ2. The first, ϕ1 is a particular simple
case of the more general (p, p − 1)-coloring given in [2]. The modification,
ϕ2, was originally given by this author and Emily Heath for our recent
(5, 5)-coloring [1].
Let n = 2β
2
for some positive integer β. Associate each vertex of Kn with
a unique binary string of length β2. That is, we may assume that our vertex
set is
V = {0, 1}β2 .
For any vertex v ∈ V , let v(i) denote the ith block of bits of length β in v
so that
v = (v(1), . . . , v(β))
where each v(i) ∈ {0, 1}β .
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Between two vertices x, y ∈ V , the CFLS coloring is defined by
ϕ1(x, y) =
((
i, {x(i), y(i)}
)
, i1, . . . , iβ
)
where i is the first index for which x(i) 6= y(i), and for each k = 1, . . . , β,
ik = 0 if x
(k) = y(k) and otherwise is the first index at which a bit of x(k)
differs from the corresponding bit in y(k).
For convenience, when discussing any edge color α, we will let α0 denote
the first coordinate of the color (of the form (i, {x(i), y(i)})) and let αk denote
the index of the first bit difference of the kth block for k = 1, . . . , β.
We will define the coloring ϕ2 on the same set of vertices as the CFLS
coloring, V = {0, 1}β2 . However, we will also need to consider the vertices as
an ordered set. Consider each vertex to be an integer represented in binary.
Then order the vertices by the standard ordering of the integers. That is,
x < y if and only if the first bit at which x and y differ is zero in x and one
in y.
Note that each β-block is a binary representation of an integer from 0 to
2β−1, so these blocks can be considered ordered in the same way. Moreover,
note that if x < y and if the first β-block at which x and y differ is i, then
it must be the case that x(i) < y(i).
Let x, y ∈ V such that x < y. We define the second coloring as
ϕ2(x, y) = (δ1(x, y), . . . , δβ(x, y))
where for each i,
δi(x, y) =
{ −1 x(i) > y(i)
+1 x(i) ≤ y(i) .
This construction uses 2β colors. Therefore, the modified CFLS coloring,
ϕ = ϕ1 × ϕ2, uses
ββ+123β =
√
log n
√
logn+1
23
√
logn = 2O(
√
logn log logn)
colors.
2.2. The Modified Algebraic Coloring. We will now define the algebraic
part of the construction, χ = χ1 × χ2. The first part of this construction,
χ1, is exactly the algebraic part of the (4, 4)-coloring given by Mubayi [5].
The second part, χ2, is a modification original to this paper but based on a
similar modification used to alter the algebraic portion of the (5, 5)-coloring
in [1].
Let n = q2 where q is some odd prime power. Associate each vertex of
Kn with a unique vector in the space F
2
q over the finite field with q elements.
Between any two vectors x = (x1, x2) and y = (y1, y2), we define the color
χ1 of the edge between them as
χ1(xy) = (x1y1 − x2 − y2, δ(x1, y1))
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where
δ(x1, y1) =
{
0 x1 = y1
1 x1 6= y1 .
Here, all algebraic operations are taken to be the standard ones defined by
the finite field.
The modification to this coloring, χ2, requires that we give the elements
of F2q some linear order. When we combine the algebraic part of the coloring
with the modified CFLS coloring, this order will agree with the order put
on the binary strings, but for now we just assume that there is some linear
order.
For each element α ∈ Fq let Gα be the graph with vertex set Fq \ {α}
such that
xy ∈ E(G) ⇐⇒ x+ y = 2α.
It is straightforward to show that the edges of Gα form a complete matching
of the vertices. The vertices can therefore be partitioned into two sets, Sα
and Tα, such that no edge lies inside either set.
For two distinct elements, α, β ∈ Fq, define the function
fα(β) =
{
S β ∈ Sα
T β ∈ Tα .
Now we can define χ2 for two vectors, x < y, as
χ2(xy) = (fx1(y1), fy1(x1)) .
The coloring, χ1, gives at most 2q colors on q
2 vertices, and the modifica-
tion, χ2, gives four colors. So overall the modified algebraic coloring χ uses
at most 8q = 8
√
n colors.
2.3. Combining the Constructions. Begin with n = q2 for some odd
prime power q, and associate each vertex with a distinct vector of F2q as in
the previous section. Give some linear order for the elements of the base
field, Fq. To each α ∈ Fq we associate the unique element α′ ∈ {0, 1}⌈log q⌉
which represents in binary the rank of α under the this linear order.
Let β be the minimum positive integer for which
2 ⌈log q⌉ ≤ β2.
To a vertex of Kn associated with vector (x1, x2) ∈ F2q, we also associate
the binary string (x′1, x
′
2, 0) ∈ {0, 1}β
2
where for each i, x′i is the binary
representation of the rank of xi, and 0 denotes a string of β
2 − 2 ⌈log q⌉
zeros.
The edge-coloring ϕ×χ is then given by applying χ to the vectors and ϕ
to the binary strings. Since
β = Θ
(√
2 log q
)
= Θ
(√
log n
)
,
it follows that the number of colors used in this combined coloring is at most
8qβ22β = n1/22O(
√
logn log logn)
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Figure 1. Four configurations that each contain a forbidden
“color cycle.”
colors. This upper bound on the number of colors generalizes to all n by the
standard density of primes argument [5, 6].
3. Configurations Avoided by CFLS
In [1], we showed that the modified CFLS coloring, ϕ, avoids several
possible configurations of edge colors on small cliques. Several of these
cases, including monochromatic odd cycles, are covered by Lemma 3.1.
3.1. General “color cycle” configurations. Let p and q be positive in-
tegers. Assume that we have a copy of Kp under an edge-coloring
c : E(Kp)→ {C1, . . . , Cq}.
Define an auxiliary digraphD on the set of edge colors, V (D) = {C1, C2, . . . , Cq},
such that Ci → Cj ∈ E(D) if and only if there exist vertices v1, . . . , vk ∈
V (Kp) for k ≥ 3 such that
c(v1v2) = c(v2v3) = · · · = c(vk−1vk) = Ci
and c(vkv1) = Cj.
Now, color the directed edges of D “Odd” or “Even” depending on the
parity of the number of vertices k that gives the directed edge. Note that
multiedges with different parities are possible in D.
Lemma 3.1. The CFLS coloring avoids any edge-colored copy of Kp for
which the auxiliary digraph on the colors spanned by that clique contains a
directed cycle with at least one Odd edge.
Proof. Suppose that colors C1, . . . , Cm make such a directed cycle:
C1 → C2, C2 → C3, . . . , Cm → C1 ∈ E(D)
such that (without loss of generality) C1 → C2 is colored Odd. Then there
exist vertices v1, . . . , vk ∈ V (Kp) for some odd integer k ≥ 3 for which
ϕ1(vivi+1) = C1 for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and ϕ1(vkv1) = C2. Let the zero
coordinate of the color C1 be (i, {x, y}). Without loss, assume that v(i)1 = x.
It follows that v
(i)
k = x as well. Therefore, the ith coordinate of C2 is zero.
Now, each subsequent directed edge Cj → Cj+1 for j = 2, . . . ,m, regard-
less of color, forces the ith coordinate of the “head” color to be zero as well.
To see this assume that Cj is zero in its ith coordinate. A monochromatic
path in color Cj, u1u2 · · · ul, implies that u1 agrees with ul at i. Therefore,
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Figure 2. CFLS forbids these 16 configurations, each con-
tain a monochromatic P3.
the ith coordinate of Cj+1 must also be zero. The same must be true for C1
since this is a directed cycle, a contradiction. 
For the (5, 6)-coloring we use Lemma 3.1 to eliminate the configurations
shown in Figure 1 as well as monochromatic odd cycles.
3.2. Configurations containing a monochromatic P3. Assume that we
have an edge-colored K5 that contains a monochromatic P3 on vertices abcd
in color Black. The edges ac and bd cannot be Black since color classes are
bipartite in CFLS. So we color edge ac Red. Let Black0 = (i, {x, y}), then
Redi = 0. Therefore, any Red edge from the Black P3 to vertex e fixes the
value of e(i) as either x or y. CFLS would then forbid any third color from
having an edge between an x and a y as well as one between two vertices
that agree at i.
There are 16 possible configurations that fit this description when we
do not consider those in which the third color never touches vertex e (these
cases are summarized separately). Figure 2 presents these 16 configurations.
3.3. Configurations containing an alternating C4. Next, consider con-
figurations that contain a 2-colored C4 with alternating colors. If the config-
uration also has two same-colored edges adjacent at the fifth vertex so that
the other two endpoints are each incident to either endpoint of an edge of
the C4 (as shown by the edge-colored cliques in Figure 3), then we can say
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Figure 3. Configurations containing an alternating C4.
that under CFLS, the color from the fifth vertex must be distinct from any
color spanned by the other four vertices. Moreover, none of these spanned
colors can be incident with the fifth vertex.
Lemma 3.2. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices such that ϕ(ab) = ϕ(cd) = α,
ϕ(bc) = ϕ(ad) = β, ϕ(ae) = ϕ(de) = γ, ϕ(ac) = pi1, ϕ(bd) = pi2, ϕ(be) =
λ1, and ϕ(ce) = λ2. Then
γ, λ1, λ2 6∈ {α, β, pi1, pi2}.
Proof. Let β0 = (i, {x, y}). Without loss of generality, we may assume that
a(i) = x and d(i) = y. If e(i) = x or e(i) = y, then we get that γi = 0 and
γi 6= 0, a contradiction. Hence,
e(i) = z 6∈ {x, y}.
This alone shows that γ 6= β.
If γ = α, then αi 6= 0 so it must be the case that b(i) = y and c(i) = x.
Therefore, three distinct binary strings, x, y, z, pairwise have the same first
index of difference αi. This is impossible since two must either both be zero
or both be one.
If γ = pi1, then c
(i) = y and so b(i) = x. Hence, the distinct binary
strings x, y, z again pairwise have the same first index of difference, γi, a
contradiction. The same argument applies if γ = pi2.
Next, assume that λ1 = pi1. Since e
(i) = z and b(i) ∈ {x, y}, then λ1 is
nonzero at i. Since ϕ(ac) = λ1 and a
(i) = x, then c(i) = y and so b(i) = x.
Hence, colors γ and λ1 must agree in coordinate i. This again gives us that
x, y, z all pairwise differ at the same first index, a contradiction. The same
argument applies if λ2 = pi2.
If λ1 = pi2, then b
(i) = x and so c(i) = y. So again γ and λ1 agree at
coordinate i. This again forces the contradiction with x, y, z. The same
argument applies if λ2 = pi1.
Finally, note that λ1, λ2 6= β since e(i) = z. If λ1 = α, then b(i) = y and so
γ and α agree at coordinate i which gives the same contradiction as before.
The same reasoning applies if λ2 = α. 
3.4. Additional configurations. We finish this section by showing that
the modified CFLS coloring eliminates the additional cases shown in Fig-
ure 4. We already showed in [1] that this coloring eliminates Figures 4a
and 4b, but we reproduce the proofs here for completeness.
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a
b
c
d
(b)
a
b
c
d
e
(c)
a
b
c
d
e
(d)
b
a
e
d
c
(e)
Figure 4. Five additional configurations avoided by ϕ.
Lemma 3.3. The CFLS coloring forbids four distinct vertices a, b, c, d ∈ V
for which ϕ1(a, b) = ϕ1(c, d) and ϕ1(a, c) = ϕ1(a, d) (see Figure 4a).
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that ϕ1(a, b) = ϕ1(c, d) = α and
ϕ1(a, c) = ϕ1(a, d) = γ. Let α0 = (i, {x, y}). Without loss of generality,
a(i) = c(i) = x and b(i) = d(i) = y. Then γi = 0 since a and c agree at i, but
γi 6= 0 as a and d differ at i, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.4. The modified CFLS coloring ϕ forbids four distinct vertices
a, b, c, d ∈ V with ϕ(a, b) = ϕ(c, d), ϕ(a, c) = ϕ(b, d), and ϕ(a, d) = ϕ(b, c)
(see Figure 4b).
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that a striped K4 can occur. Then,
ϕ1(a, b) = ϕ1(c, d) = α, ϕ1(a, c) = ϕ1(b, d) = γ, and ϕ1(a, d) = ϕ1(b, c) = pi.
Let α0 = (i, {x, y}), γ0 = (j, {s, t}), and pi0 = (k, {v,w}). Without loss of
generality, assume that i = min{i, j, k}. Since exactly one of d(i) and c(i)
equals a(i), then either j = i or k = i. Moreover, the other index must be
strictly greater than i. So we may assume that j = i and that i < k.
Let a(i) = d(i) = x, b(i) = c(i) = y, a(k) = b(k) = v, and c(k) = d(k) = w.
Without loss of generality we may assume that x < y. This implies that
a, d < b, c. If v < w, then δk(a, c) = +1 and δk(d, b) = −1. Therefore,
ϕ2(a, c) 6= ϕ2(b, d), a contradiction. So, it must be the case that w < v. But
then δk(a, c) = −1 and δk(b, d) = +1, which yields the same contradiction.

Lemma 3.5. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. The CFLS coloring forbids
ϕ(ab) = ϕ(bc) = ϕ(de) = α and ϕ(cd) = ϕ(ae) = β (see Figure 4c).
Proof. Assume that this can happen and that α0 = (i, {x, y}). Without loss
of generality, assume that b(i) = x and a(i) = c(i) = y. Moreover, without
loss we can assume that d(i) = x and e(i) = y. Then a(i) = e(i) implies that
βi = 0. But c
(i) 6= d(i) implies that βi = 0, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.6. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. The CFLS coloring forbids
ϕ(ab) = ϕ(cd) = α, ϕ(ae) = ϕ(bc) = β, and ϕ(ac) = ϕ(de) = γ (see
Figure 4d).
Proof. Let γ0 = (i, {x, y}). Without loss of generality we may assume that
a(i) = x and c(i) = y. If d(i) = y and e(i) = x, then αi = βi = 0 and so
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b(i) = x and b(i) = y, a contradiction. Hence, d(i) = x and e(i) = y. So
b(i) = z 6∈ {x, y}. Moreover, αi = βi both go between x and y. Therefore,
the three distinct binary strings x, y, z are all pairwise different at the same
first index, αi, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.7. It cannot be the case that a, b, c, d, e are distinct vertices such
that ϕ(ab) = ϕ(cd) = α, ϕ(bc) = ϕ(ad) = β, ϕ(ae) = ϕ(ac) = γ, and
ϕ(bd) = ϕ(bc) = pi (see Figure 4e).
Proof. Let pi0 = (i, {x, y}). Without loss of generality we may assume that
e(i) = x and c(i) = y. It follows from color γ that a(i) 6∈ {x, y}. Since
d(i) ∈ {x, y}, then it follows that βi 6= 0. Hence, b(i) = x and so d(i) = y.
So ϕ(cd) = α implies that αi = 0, but ϕ(ab) = α implies that αi 6= 0, a
contradiction. 
Finally, another brief but important fact about the CFLS when considered
along with a linear order on the binary strings that we used in [1] and will
use here in combination with the algebraic coloring is given in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.8. If a < b < c, then ϕ(a, b) 6= ϕ(b, c).
Proof. Suppose ϕ1(a, b) = ϕ1(b, c) = α and that α0 = (i, {x, y}) for x < y.
Then a(i) = x and b(i) = y. But then c(i) = x. Therefore, c < b, a
contradiction. 
4. Configurations avoided by the algebraic coloring
We begin with two basic lemmas about the algebraic construction χ.
Lemma 4.1. Let a, b, c be three distinct vertices such that χ(ab) = χ(ac),
then b1 6= c1.
Proof. Let χ(ab) = χ(ac). Then
a1b1 − a2 − b2 = a1c1 − a2 − c2
a1(b1 − c1) = b2 − c2.
If b1 = c1, then b2 = c2 as well. Hence, b = c, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a, b, c, d be four distinct vertices such that χ(ab) = χ(ac)
and χ(db) = χ(dc), then a1 = d1.
Proof. Since b1 6= c1 by Lemma 4.1, then we know that
a1 =
b2 − c2
b1 − c1 = d1.

As shown in [5], the algebraic construction χ1 avoids monochromatic C4s
(see Figure 5a) as well as the configuration shown in Figure 5b. We provide
these two results for completeness.
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Figure 5. Configurations eliminated by the modified alge-
braic coloring.
Lemma 4.3. Let a, b, c, d be distinct vertices. The algebraic coloring χ
forbids χ(ab) = χ(bc) = χ(cd) = χ(da) (see Figure 5a).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, b1 6= d1. But b1 = d1 by Lemma 4.2, a contradiction.

Lemma 4.4. Let a, b, c, d be distinct vertices. The algebraic coloring χ
forbids χ(ab) = χ(ac) = χ(ad) and χ(bc) = χ(bd) (see Figure 5b).
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, a1 = b1. Therefore, δ(a1, b1) = 0. So c1 = a1 = d1.
But c1 6= d1 by Lemma 4.1. 
Now we will take care of a few additional configurations. We will use the
following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let a, b, c, d be four distinct vertices such that χ(ab) = χ(cd)
and χ(bc) = χ(ad). Then
(a1 + c1)(b1 − d1) = 2(b2 − d2).
Proof. The two colors give us the following relations:
a1b1 − a2 − b2 = c1d1 − c2 − d2
a1d1 − a2 − d2 = c1b1 − b2 − b2.
We subtract the second equation from the first to get the desired equation.

Lemma 4.6. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. Then C(ab) = C(cd),
C(bc) = C(ad), C(ae) = C(ce), and C(be) = C(de) (see Figure 5c) is for-
bidden by the coloring C = ϕ× χ.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we know that
(a1 + c1)(b1 − d1) = 2(b2 − d2),
and from χ(be) = χ(de) we get that
e1(b1 − d1) = b2 − d2.
Therefore,
(a1 + c1)(b1 − d1) = 2e1(b1 − d1)
a1 + c1 = 2e1
since b1 6= d1 by Lemma 4.1. So fe1(a1) 6= fe1(c1). By Lemma 3.8, ϕ(ae) =
ϕ(ce) implies that either a, c < e or e < a, c. In either case, χ2(ae) 6= χ2(ce),
a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.7. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. Then C(ab) = C(cd),
C(bc) = C(ad) = C(be) = C(de), and C(ac) = C(ae) (see Figure 5d) is
forbidden by the coloring C = ϕ× χ.
Proof. As in the previous proof we get that a1 + c1 = 2e1. By Lemma 4.2
we know that b1 = a1. Therefore, it follows from the second part of χ1 that
c1 = d1. Therefore, b1 + d1 = 2e1 and so fe1(b1) 6= fe1(d1). As before, this
fact along with Lemma 3.8 forces χ2(be) 6= χ2(de), a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.8. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. Then χ(ab) = χ(cd) =
χ(de) and χ(bc) = χ(ad) = χ(be) (see Figure 5e) is forbidden by the algebraic
coloring χ.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 we know that
(a1 + c1)(b1 − d1) = 2(b2 − d2),
and by Lemma 4.2 we know that b1 = d1. Hence, b2 − d2 = 0 and so b = d,
a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.9. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. Then χ(bc) = χ(cd) =
χ(de), χ(eb) = χ(ba) = χ(ad), and χ(ac) = χ(ae) (see Figure 5f) is forbid-
den by the algebraic coloring χ.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we get that b1 6= d1. By Lemma 4.2 we get that
a1 = d1. Therefore, since the color encodes equality in the first coordinate
we see that b1 = d1, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.10. Let a, b, c, d, e be distinct vertices. Then χ(bc) = χ(cd) =
χ(de), χ(eb) = χ(ba) = χ(ad), and χ(ec) = χ(ae) (see Figure 5g) is forbid-
den by the algebraic coloring χ.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we get that a1 = c1. By Lemma 4.1, we get that
a1 6= c1, a contradiction. 
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Appendix A. Algorithm for reducing cases
The following algorithm is not difficult to verify, so we present it here with-
out proof. The specific implementation we rely on is a Python script that can
be found (with comments) at http://homepages.math.uic.edu/∼acamer4/EdgeColors56.py.
This particular script forbids monochromatic odd cycles and the edge-colorings
shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, as well as Figures 5a and 5b. The output is seven
edge-colored copies of K5 that each contain one of the remaining configura-
tions in Figure 5.
Suppose we want to find every edge-coloring, up to isomorphism, of Kn
that uses at most m colors and does not contain a copy of any F ∈ F , a list
of edge-colored complete graphs on n or fewer vertices. The algorithm takes
F , n, and m as input and returns a list R of edge-colorings of Kn satisfying
these requirements.
For each k = 3, . . . , n, the algorithm creates a list Lk of acceptable edge-
colorings of Kk by adding a new vertex to each Kk−1 listed in Lk−1 (where
L2 is the list of exactly one K2 with its single edge given color 1), and then
coloring the k − 1 new edges in all possible ways from the color set [m].
For each graph in Lk−1 and each way to color the new edges, we test the
resulting graph to see if it contains any of the forbidden edge-colorings. If
it does, then we move on. If not, then we test it against the new list Lk to
see if it is isomorphic to any of the colorings of Kk already on the list. If
it is, then we move on. Otherwise, we add it to the list Lk. The algorithm
terminates when it has tested all colorings of Kn.
Algorithm 1: List all edge-colorings with no forbidden subcoloring
Data: number of vertices n; maximum number of colors m; list of
forbidden colorings F
initialize L2 as list containing one K2 with its edges colored 1;
for k = 3, . . . , n do
initialize empty list Lk;
for H ∈ Lk−1 do
for each function f : [k − 1]→ [m] do
let G be Kk with edge-colors same as H on the first k − 1
vertices and color f(i) on edge ki for i = 1, . . . , k − 1;
if G contains no element of F and is isomorphic to no
element of Lk then
add G to the list Lk
end
end
end
end
return Ln
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